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Abstract: Expanding advanced innovation has revolutionized the life of individuals. In this digital world many countries are trying to initiate an E-voting system in regular election process. Researchers are looking forward for the innovative ideas for secure and user friendly system. Block chain is one of the novel concepts that come with number of features to develop E-services. By embracing block chain in the circulation of databases on e-casting ballot frameworks, one can decrease the duping wellsprings of database control. This venture intends to execute casting a ballot result utilizing block chain calculation from each place of decision. In proposed system we have chosen Block chain for its decentralized framework and Here in security and data integrity is mainly achieved by making use of Visual Cryptography (VC) concept. This VC technique comes in when user casts vote on an E-voting portal.
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1. Introduction

Electronic choice frameworks have started getting utilized in a few nations. Estonia was the essential inside the world to receive relate degree electronic appointive framework for its national races [1]. Before long, electronic determination was embraced by Schweiz for its state-wide races [2], and by Norway for its gathering decision [3]. For partner degree electronic appointive framework to fight with the standard ticket framework, it needs to help similar criteria the conventional framework bolsters, for example, security and secrecy. An E-voting framework ought to have increased security so as confirm it’s offered to voters anyway shielded against outside impacts dynamical votes from being produced, or shield a voter’s tally from being altered. Numerous electronic choice frameworks have confidence in Tor to cover the personality of voters. In any case, this framework doesn’t give absolute lack of clarity or honesty since a few insight organizations round the world administration totally extraordinary parts of the net which may empower them to spot or on the other hand capture cast a ballot.

1.1 Related Work

In an Election system there are number of things which we needs to take care of; but the most challenging task are to provide security and to prevent from suspicious activities during the voting process. The centralized voting system was having many issues related with security. Hence many scholars are looking for decentralized system that is more robust and secure. Block chain is a system that does not need a centralized trusted authority, and provides the process of tracking and recording distributed data that can be shared and is securely handled. To enhance technical features of voting process we are adding one security level by introducing Visual Cryptography with Block chain in it. Visual Cryptography (VC) is a special method of cryptography where we can securely transmit secret data over different transmission mediums.

Online payments can be sent from one person to another person with the use of electronic cash or digital currency. In this transaction interference of any bank portal or financial institution is negligible; this is done with the help of Digital Signature. But as said Digital Signature can be used more than once which allows loss of a trusted third party and problem of double outlay arises. S.Nakamoto⁴ proposed a solution to the double-spending problem in which the network is used where node to node transaction are timestamped by hashing and the chain of transaction is hash based to form a record. This record is proof of work and termed as Block chain. Block chain also included sequence of events as proof of work which comes from largest pool of computing. Thus, to undo theses record becomes difficult to attacker. Peer to peer network with record of transaction and sequence of events in hash form create suitable Block chain which prevents double spending issue for digital currency thus making transaction fast and trustworthy with less interference of financial institute. Even Buterin, Vitalik¹² also mentions about block chain technology ensures the elimination of the double-spend problem, with the help of public-key cryptography, whereby each agent is assigned a private key (kept secret like a password) and a public key shared with all other agents.
Estonia was the first country to use e-voting for general elections through internet in 2005. In this system Maaten E. [5] focuses every citizen of country was provided with ID card with digital signature which holds their authentication as well as public key for security. Card was provided with remote e-voting and advance voting system wherein the citizen was able to re-vote till he finalized his vote. The system gained popularity as well as trust by giving privacy to the voters. Below figure shows the casting of vote for e-voting with public key and private key.

The Internet of Things have many devices connected to each other over internet. These devices communicate with each other regarding physical values or some analytics about surrounding. Azad, Muhammad et.al. [6] Mentions how Machine to machine communication happens where two or more machines share values and information to establish a log for analysis and monitoring is represented as M2M. The logs established should identify the machine as well keep the information accurate and maintain security and privacy. This privacy maintaining issue over reputation over decentralized system is termed as M2M-REP (Machine to Machine Reputation) which keeps the log of global reputation and feedback in encrypted form. Supriya Thakur Aras et. al. [7] shares the thought behind Proof of Stake is that it might be increasingly troublesome for miners to procure adequately huge measure of advanced money than to gain adequately amazing processing equipment.

S. B. Javheri and U. V. Kulkarni [9] explain about the method when multiusers encryption happens, one needs to perform unlimited addition or multiplication on cipher text homomorphic encryption is required that is a BGN encryption. Kashif Mehboob Khan et.al.[10] proposes methodology has been executed with multi chain and in depth assessment of methodology features its adequacy as for accomplishing principal necessities for an e-casting a ballot scheme. Block chain is a futuristic technology and applies to various businesses. [11] Anusha MN and Srinivas B K[17] aims to provide flexibility to allow casting votes in any remote place even in critical corporate decisions to their users.

1.2 System Preliminary

Block chain

Guy Zyskind et.al.[13] tells about the block chain is a decentralized platform, making legal and regulatory decisions about collecting, storing and sharing sensitive data should be simpler.

The system which can allow decentralize system to come together with entire database which is owned by many users as well maintain data integrity for system can be embraced by Block chain technology as one of the solutions. Data integrity and authentication which can be obtained through block chain. Block chain is a methodology where in data protected and never disclosed without proper authentication. Election process is way to decide authority which will lead the society and this needs total security with votes casted. For evoting
process, each in system generated two keys one as private and other as public. Public key is circulated through all the nodes listed for election process. When one round of selection is completed, node creates a separate block with voter and voted information. When whole process is completed, every block is verified to check validity.

**Visual Cryptography**

Visual Cryptography is a huge concept mainly used for hiding a data or information which one wants to keep confidential. We have added this concept for user’s identification. The OTP process is introduced here in our proposed system. It creates an image which further going to divide into 2 shares. This is done for voter’s authentication process that provides more security to our system. Hussein Khalid Abd-alrazq et.al.[20] focuses on the system that is proposed by them using Visual Cryptography is to provide security for voters to cast their votes.

2. **Proposed System**

In proposed methodology use of block chain is added with visual cryptography to give more transparency and security to voter and casted vote. Authentication and proof that the system is real with real authorized voter is need of the time. The voter need to timestamp and sign the casted vote to assure that there is no change in authentication. Data needs to be verified for same wherein block chain proves its worth.

![Figure 2. Proposed System Workflow](image)

**Algorithm**

Proposed algorithm is used to create the block embedded with voting information. AES and Visual Cryptography are applied for security.
A method used for defending secrets of images and has a computation-free decryption process is Visual Cryptography Scheme. In (2, 2) VCS each confidential image is divided into two sub-images that is known as shares in such a way that no information can be obtained from any single share. Transparencies are printed in each share. Two shares are stacked and confidential image can be visualized by human eye without any complex cryptographic computations and this is called decryption as shown in figure below each pixel P of the confidential image is encrypted into a pair of sub-pixels in each of the two shares. [19]

Here, In Visual Cryptography there are the steps what we have used in our proposed system in two main methods for mutual authentication.

1. **Image Splitting method.**
   In this process an input image is divided into two black and white images by their pixels homogenously. One image will go on voter’s mail and other will go on election website. As we mentioned in system’s work flow it is known as shares.

2. **Image Merging method.**
   Voter will download one share what he have received on mail and will upload on election site. Then Admin will combine or merge these two shares to create a captcha.

3. **Result**

   The application of proposed system is represented in figure 3 by comparing with existing system. Existing system maintains only data integrity through block chain. The proposed system maintains data integrity and authentication with the use of Block Chain and Visual Cryptography Scheme.
Analysis is done by considering Block chain based E-voting Recording system [2] by Rifa Hanifatunnisa and Budi Rahardjo and our proposed system. In this we have calculated overall time taken for number of nodes available in the voting system. In proposed system results are recorded by using together Block chain and Visual Cryptography scheme. Hence time taken is little longer than the existing system.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In Proposed system internet-based voting offers many benefits including less cost and more voter participation. E-Voting systems must take into account security as well as human factors, and it should make sure that they give voters with attested and natural indications of the viability of the voting process. This system mainly uses visual cryptography to provide mutual authentication for voters and election servers. In future scope Security can be enhanced by providing double authentication with addition to block chain.
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